SYMPHONY TONIGHT

2020
ANNUAL REPORT

READY TO ROAR
OUR GAME PLAN

Just follow the facts, and it’s clear Memphis already has the momentum we need to carry us
beyond this challenging time—and I’m not the only one who thinks so.

A MESSAGE FROM KEVIN KANE

Not only has our market consistently outperformed the national trends tracked by STR
throughout 2020, but our custom forecast from the leading experts at Tourism Economics
projects a recovery to nearly 85 percent of 2019 hotel room night demand levels by the end of this
year. That’s almost ten percentage points higher than the hotel demand index forecasted for the
nation in 2021.
Now, make no mistake; what lies ahead of us will not be easy to overcome. Business and group
travel has been slow to return. International travel restrictions are still active in many countries.
Businesses all over the U.S. are struggling to attract employees back to the hospitality industry.
But I have no doubt we’ll reach the summit again, working together.
Because in Memphis, we know what it means to stand the test of time. In Memphis, we know
what it means to hold the faith. In Memphis, we know for a fact that the fundamental pillars of
our unique and authentic visitor experience are still as powerful as they have ever been.
So when travel comes roaring back, and our visitors are once again ready to rock—you better
believe Memphis Tourism will be ready to roll.
Together in spirit and soul,

Kevin Kane
President & CEO
Memphis Tourism
PHILLIP VAN ZANDT
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OPTIMIZE & MEASURE
METRICS

5.4M+

3.174M+

2020

HOTEL ROOMS SOLD
2020

MEMPHIS
MSA VISITS

SHELBY
COUNTY

2.6B

ECONOMIC
IMPACT
2020

CRAIG THOMPSON
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RESEARCH GAME PLAN

PERCEPTIVE. PERSUASIVE. PROVEN.
OUTSMARTING THE COMPETITION
Now more than ever before, Memphis Tourism is leveraging our business
intelligence assets to enhance the impact of our leisure marketing
strategies. Our campaigns are precisely targeted, utilizing geofences

+10%
TRIP
DURATION
2020 GROWTH,
ARRIVALIST

and advanced targeting parameters. Our creative approach reflects
audience insights distilled from deep, proprietary datasets. Without a
doubt, Memphis Tourism is outsmarting the competition.

FOLLOWING THE DATA
Utilizing data from our geolocation measurement partners, Arrivalist
and AirSage, Memphis Tourism prioritized attracting visitors from
key origin markets within a 600-mile drive radius, identifying highimpact markets with a significant volume of Memphis visitors; fast
average response times to marketing campaigns; and a high share of

+39%

TOURISM JOBS
RETURNED
MEMPHIS MSA,
PRELIMINARY
BLS DATA

overnight visitation.

LEADING THE RECOVERY

Our market consistently outperformed the national trends tracked
by STR throughout 2020, and our custom forecast from Tourism
Economics projects a recovery to 85 percent of 2019 hotel room
night demand levels by the end of 2021. That’s nearly 10 percentage
points higher than the hotel demand index forecasted for the nation
in 2021 by Tourism Economics, created in collaboration with STR.

CONNOR RYAN

+85%
DEMAND
RECOVERY

2021 YE FORECAST,
TOURISM ECONOMICS
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TOP OVERNIGHT MARKETS

TOP DAYTRIP MARKETS

1. Nashville, TN

1. Jackson, TN

2. Little Rock, AR

2. Tupelo, MS

3. Atlanta, GA

3. Jonesboro, AR
6

4. Jackson, MS
5. Tupelo, MS
6. St. Louis, MO

4. Little Rock, AR
1

2

5
4

3

5. Paducah, KY

5
4

1

3
6

2

6. Greenwood, MS
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78%

LONGEST AVERAGE TRIP

REGIONAL
VISITORS
2020 VISITOR
ANALYSIS

64%

OVERNIGHT
VISITORS
2020 VISITOR
ANALYSIS

2.6

OVERNIGHT
TRIP LENGTH
PEAK DURATION,
JUNE - JULY, 2020

1. Dallas, TX
2. Chicago, IL
2

3. New Orleans, LA
4. Atlanta, GA

5

5. St. Louis, MO
6. Birmingham, AL

6

4

1
3
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“SAFER AT HOME”
APRIL 2020

From March 24 through May 4, 2020, a “Safer at Home” executive order instructed all Memphis and Shelby County
residents to stay at home unless absolutely necessary, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Executive orders of this magnitude
were common across the world during this time — but the severe impacts of this policy on the leisure and hospitality
industry were felt immediately in all sectors. From local musicians to restaurants and bars, from air service to hotels
and attractions, every element of the visitor economy suffered dramatic losses right away.

In April 2020, we tracked just 8.3 percent

When the larger tourism economy is

occupancy in downtown Memphis at the

1 in every 4 unemployment claims filed in

considered, including the transportation

beginning of peak season, and 31.1 percent

the greater Memphis area during the ”Safer

and retail sectors, nearly half of all local

occupancy across the Memphis MSA. Just 7.8

at Home” period was submitted by someone

unemployment claims were filed by

thousand hotel room were sold downtown

who previously worked in the hospitality and

workers directly or indirectly supported

that month, a 90 percent decline.

leisure industry, specifically.

by tourism.

There was a 100 percent decline in tracked
44 percent of jobs in the Memphis MSA

attraction visits by out-oftown visitors in

Half a million fewer attraction tickets were

leisure and hospitality industry were lost in

April, due to the complete closure of all

sold to out-of-town visitors from April

April 2020, according to the BLS.

attractions.

through December 2020.

THE TRAVELING CHILD

-44%

-90%

-100%

HOSPITALITY
JOBS

HOTEL
DEMAND

ATTRACTION
VISITS

APRIL 2020
BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICS

DOWNTOWN
MEMPHIS
APRIL 2020

APRIL 2020
OUT-OF-TOWN
VISITORS
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY
NAVIGATING THE COVID-19 CRISIS

WELCOME TO MEMPHIS GRANTS
In March, our Welcome to Memphis Foundation began raising funds to
support frontline hospitality-industry workers impacted by the pandemic,

$1.1M

WELCOME TO
MEMPHIS

HOSPITALITY WORKER
GRANTS DISTRIBUTED

which were quickly distributed as grants to individuals in need.

GET LIVE! VIRTUAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
In April, our Music Hub and Digital Marketing team collaborated to
launch the Get Live! Memphis Virtual Music Festival, raising funds for
local musicians impacted by Covid-19. Over $30 thousand was raised by
grassroots donations, while the media coverage surrounding the festival
prompted a $25 thousand donation from a single contributor. Our festival

$55K
GET LIVE!
MEMPHIS

FUNDS RAISED FOR
MEMPHIS MUSICIANS

generated more than 85 thousand views over the three-day production.

CLEAR & CONCISE COMMUNICATIONS
Beginning in mid-March, the Memphis Tourism team sent biweekly
communications to our industry partners, ensuring that our local stakeholders
were consistently updated on the latest impacts of Covid-19 on the travel and
tourism economy—locally, regionally and nationally.

85K

GET LIVE!
VIDEO VIEWS
LIVESTREAM ON
FACEBOOK
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LEISURE GAME PLAN

PERSONALIZED. OPTIMIZED. MAXIMIZED.
OPTIMIZING FOR ROI

Memphis Tourism is analyzing all of our campaigns for the best return on investment, then pivoting quickly to capitalize
on the most highperforming strategies. For example, our programmatic media buying strategy is optimized to reach the
right travelers in the most cost-effective way, while delivering the targeted messages that will be most persuasive.

DELIVERING RESULTS

In 2020, we focused deliberately on driving more visitors to our hotels in Memphis and Shelby County, with outstanding
results. In fact, our ads that illustrated key hotel deals in our destination motivated nearly 200 people to visit Memphis
every day those campaigns were active in the market. Overall, this single campaign generated a 56 to 1 ROI.

GROWING OUR GOALS

New marketing campaigns delivered in 2020 that highlighted our outdoor experiences and amenities motivated
more than 40 thousand visitors to spend more than $17 million in Memphis and Shelby County—and that’s just what
we can track so far. Targeted marketing campaigns also reached out to Black travelers, welcoming them to our diverse
destination. In 2021, we plan to continue these strategies, proactively positioning our visitor experience for dramatic
growth in 2021 and beyond.

$2M

117.8K+

PROMOTING
SAFE TRAVEL

INFLUENCED
BY ADS

CARES
FUNDING

CRAIG THOMPSON

TOTAL
VISITORS

$34M

TOTAL VISITOR
SPENDING
BY AD-INFLUENCED
VISITORS
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OUR NEW DIGITAL PRESENCE
NEW. NOTEWORTHY. NOW.
REFRESHED & READY
The I Love Memphis Blog was reimagined in 2020, alongside the
Renasant Convention Center and Cannon Center websites. These new
digital assets tell the story of our destination to visitors, and together, they
create a compelling and cohesive destination image for visitors. The

1.44M

2020 WEBSITE
VISITORS
MEMPHIS
TRAVEL

Memphis Travel website redesign will be launched in 2021.

KEEPING UP
The Memphis Tourism digital team actively monitored our
community’s response to the pandemic in real time. From tracking
closures and reopenings, to reporting on the social-distancing policies
and safety protocols put into place, our team ensured that travelers
and locals alike had a single source of truth for the current state of

+98K

PARTNER
WEBSITE CLICKS
MEMPHIS TRAVEL,
2020

our tourism assets.

TWICE AS NICE

Users of the Memphis Travel website are more than twice as likely to arrive in
Memphis and Shelby County, compared to a calibrated control group tracked
by our partners at Arrivalist. More importantly, Memphis Travel users are 116
percent more likely to stay overnight in Memphis and Shelby County—with an
average overnight trip duration of 2 days and 12 hours. That’s twice as long as
the average trip duration for the calibrated control group, which is constituted
by actual Memphis visitors who did not view the Memphis Travel website

ARIEL COBBERT

before their trip.

+500K
2020 BLOG
VISITORS

I LOVE MEMPHIS
BLOG
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BUSINESS & EVENTS GAME PLAN
BUILDING A NEW BUSINESS PIPELINE

BUILDING A NEW BUSINESS PIPELINE
By continuing to optimize our performance based on data and results, we
will be able to build a pipeline of event business that will jumpstart

+127K
2020 ROOM
NIGHTS
BOOKED FOR
FUTURE YEARS

our tourism economy, once the COVID-19 health crisis is resolved.

NEW DATA-DRIVEN VERTICALS
In 2020, we conducted a deep-dive data analysis of our past performance
by market segment, and rolled out five new vertical alignments across
our meetings and conventions sales team. By focusing our energy on
verticals, our sales directors will be able to build networks and referrals
in key sectors. New verticals will also ensure that we are capable of

+5

NEW
VERTICALS

DRIVEN BY
DATA & METRICS

maximizing our opportunities in the southeastern region, where we
currently win the most business.

TARGETED MARKETING STRATEGIES
Our meetings and conventions marketing plan for 2021 will only boost

our performance as a team. For example, we are currently leveraging paid
targeting criteria on LinkedIn to make sure our ads are directed to the right
audience, generating more leads with a higher close ratio.

MARISSA STRANG

+50K

EVENT PLANNING
GUIDES
UPDATED & READY
TO GO
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BUILDING THE FUTURE

Meetings and events are already populating the Renasant Convention Center calendar for the next four years, currently placing
our convention center bookings well ahead of our FuturePace targets through 2024. The Memphis Tourism sales team was
already focused on booking farther in advance due to the renovations planned for 2020, so many of our bookings were
insulated against the cancelations that plagued major convention centers across the country during the pandemic.

DESIGNED FOR BUSINESS

Every element of the Renasant Convention Center renovation was designed with event planners in mind. From HVAC
improvements and new loading docks to the reimagined flexibility of almost every space in the building—inside and out—the
new Renasant Convention Center provides an upscale, hotel-quality experience for attendees and event planners. Despite the
pandemic, construction never stopped on the Renasant Convention Center, with full completion slated for 2021.

MEETING RESPONSIBLY

The Renasant Convention Center is now a GBAC STAR-accredited facility with a dedicated internal COVID-19 Safety
Committee. In addition to implementing protocols such as thermal imaging and sanitizing stations on-site, our Committee
collaborates with event planners to customize responsible meeting plans as needed.

LRK & TVS DESIGN

REIMAGINED. RESPONSIBLE. READY

$200M
RENOVATION
INVESTMENT

$0

LOCAL TAXPAYER
DOLLARS

46

FLEXIBLE
MEETING ROOMS
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OUR PATH FORWARD

OVERCOMING ALL ODDS

Like many of you, I found it harrowing and difficult to watch the events of the past year
No
matter
look
at it, 2019
was
a record
forThe
tourism
and hospitality
in Memphis
and Shelby
unfold.
Nohow
oneyou
was
prepared
for
a year
like year
2020.
COVID-19
health crisis
was unforeseen,
County.
We welcomed
million visitors to Memphis and Shelby County—a 5.2 percent increase over the
unthinkable—and
yes,12.4
unprecedented.

year before. Hotel room night demand in Memphis and Shelby County rose 5.5 percent over the year prior.
With
the renovation
of the Renasant
Convention
Center
in full swing,
newlitroom-night
generating
events
But when
many destinations
chose
to go dark,
Memphis
Tourism
a torch—and
now that

booked
in the Renasant
Convention
requesting
48 percent
nights than
events
we’re approaching
daylight
again,Center
it willwere
be more
important
thanmore
ever room
to remember
the
truths
booked
2018, clearlytogether,
indicatingas
the
powerful
of that
transformation.
that weindiscovered,
we
carriedimpact
that flame
forward
into uncharted territory.

In
the
early months
ofunified
2020, it voices.
seemedHow
like this
would
our industry
toward
another
The
strength
of our
themomentum
varied sectors
of catapult
our industry
rise and
fall together.
high
course, as wehow
all know
now, there
a longer
ahead.
And note.
mostOf
importantly,
the impacts
ofisour
visitorjourney
economy,
taken as a whole, are so much

greater than the sum of their parts.

However, now is not the the time to diminish our accomplishments. Now is not the time to go dark—not
when
our no
industry,
visitors
and
our city
needsee
us more
ever before.
Instead,
remember
ouris
They say
man our
is an
island.
Now,
we can
with than
complete
certainty
howlet’s
that
statement
power
an visitor
industry,
and howas
thewell.
visitor
economy
uplifts
and strengthens
Memphis
and is
Shelby
County,
true ofasour
economy
Our
industry
in Memphis
and Shelby
County
woven
from
for
the greater
good. that binds us together, making us stronger and more resilient than we
a single
thread—one

would be on our own.

Let’s take the time to celebrate all that we achieved together in 2019—and let’s allow these milestones
serve
beacons
of encouragement
as2021,
we work
to rebuild.
So, asastravel
begins
to roar back in
let’stogether
not forget
what we’ve learned over the past year.
PHILLIP VAN ZANDT

Let’s remember to uplift and champion each other, now more than ever—because a victory
Because
if any
city
knows how
to overcome
all odds
to toponly
the charts,
it’s Memphis.
for one of
us is
a victory
for all
of us. Because
there’s
one way
we can climb the mountain
ahead of us: together.
Together in spirit and soul,

Kevin
Kanein spirit and soul,
Together

Sally
President &Pace
CEO

OUR PATH FORWARD

Memphis Tourism

A MESSAGE FROM SALLY PACE

Board Chair
Memphis Tourism
ALEX SHANSKY
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BOARD CHAIR

Sally Pace • Connect Healthcare Collaboration

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Sally Pace • Connect Healthcare Collaboration
Doug Brown • The Peabody Memphis
Harold Graeter • AutoZone Liberty Bowl
Scott Brockman • Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Craig Unger

Ford Canale

Mauricio Calvo

Allison Fouche

Chris Canale

Elizabeth Rouse

Paul Chandler

Paul Young

Melodye Ruby

Kim Terrell

Darrell Smith

Dwight Johnson

Joellyn Sullivan

Commissioner Mark Billingsley

Duncan Williams

Ernie Mellor

Memphis Redbirds
Latino Memphis

Old Dominick Distillery
Germantown Perfazorming Arts Center
PHILLIP VAN ZANDT

Hyde Family Foundation
FedEx St. Jude Classic

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
LEADING OUR INDUSTRY

Beale Street Merchants Association
Duncan-Williams, Inc.

Memphis City Council
City of Memphis Mayor’s Office
ArtsMemphis

Downtown Memphis Commission
Desoto County Tourism
FedExForum/Memphis Grizzlies
Shelby County Commission

Hog Wild/A Moveable Feast Catering
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MEMPHIS IN THE MEDIA

MEMPHIS! MEMPHIS! MEMPHIS!

SELECTED SOUNDBITES

“The Miss USA telecast provided almost nonstop promotion of
the host city. Filmed montage segments depicted the women
dancing and clowning at Graceland, and showcased the National
Civil Rights Museum and the Stax Museum of American Soul
Music.”

“While the flip of a switch Wednesday night to turn on the
exterior lights of Memphis’ Renasant Convention Center was
ceremonial, the reality is that the $200 million expansion project
is entering its final phases.”
MPI

USA Today
“The city that brought us Elvis, Issac Hayes, and Three 6 Mafia
is doing what it does best to try and keep us entertained while
stuck at home.”
Matador Network

“[Memphis], which is often described as the birthplace of blues,
also has tons to explore on the musical front, from Beale Street —
which makes a lyric cameo in the song ‘Walking In Memphis’ by
Marc Cohn — to Graceland, the former home of Elvis Presley.”
Insider

“One of the few prominent Black-owned restaurants featured
in ‘The Green Book’ that remains open today is The Four Way
Restaurant in Memphis, Tennessee. A favorite restaurant of
Martin Luther King Jr., The Four Way was opened in 1946 in a
neighborhood now called Soulsville.”
HuffPost
“Memphis is known for live music, crowded bars, and communal
dining—all activities restricted by the pandemic. But despite the
downturn, Memphis, a place known for exuberant celebration, is
displaying a cautious optimism about the future.”
Forbes

47 UNION AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38103
MEMPHISTRAVEL.COM
901.543.5300

